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The need for improved highway facilities in the east urban area of
Oaviess County, Kentucky, is analyzed in thi s study.

The study focuses

upon the need for alternative highway routes. due to the increased
travel demands generated by a new Ohio River Bridge tn eastern Oavless
County.

Also, the east ur~an area is forecasted to experience

pop~\a t1on

and employment growth tn the next decade, further

neceSS itating the need for improving existing highways or constructing
new con' idors in the area.
Various alternative alignments for an expressway are examined.
feasibility of upgrading existing highways in the east urban area is
al so analyzed.

The study utilizes numerous transportation planning

techniques, including the development of traffic prOjections, highway
capacity analysis. cost estimates and land use and environmental
impacts.

The study includes original reserach and data collection in

analyzing five alternatives . An alternative for constructing a new
expressway in the east urban area of Daviess County is recommended .

The

EAST URBAN AREA HIGHWAY CORRIDOR ANALYSIS
OAVIESS COUNTY, KENTUCKY
I NTROPUCT! ON
This paper will seek to analyze the need for improved highway
facilities 1n eastern Oaviess County. Kentucky.

The purpose of the

study 1s twofold ·· to determ!ne the need for additional highway

facilities in the east urban area of the county due to increased travel
demands generated by a new Ohio River bridge which will be located
approximately 12 miles east of Owensboro and also due to populat ion
growth in the east urban area, the fastest growing quadrant of Oavless
County . The east urban area has !xperienced considerable population and
employment grow'":"!

IIi!

the past ten years.

New subdivisions and

businesses have devel oped in the area, increasing the demand for an
improved highway system.

The 1990 prel iminary population for Daviess

County is B6,190 accordin9 to the U.S . Census Bureau (2).

The 1980

population for Davies5 County was 85 . 949 (2).

Population has increased

by only one percent during the past ten years.

However, much of this

population growth has occurred in the east urban area . The final
objective of the study is to develop a recommended alternative(s) for
highway improvements in the east urban area , to accor,modate through as
well as intra·county travel.

The location of the study area is shown on

the map on the following page.
The construction of a new Ohio River Bridge and access route,
connecting Owensboro and southern Indiana to 1·64 and the Green River
Parkway, will have a substantial impact on the highway network,
particularly ~> 60 East.

This ?roject, combined with the anticipated

population and employment growth, requires analyzing the existing
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highway system to determine the need to develop new facilities or to
upgrade existing highways in the east urban area.

This study will

utilize val"ious transportation planning techniques, such as highway
capacity analysis; traffic projections; and land use and environmental
analysis to analyze alternatives for upgrading existing highwdYs and for
building a new expressway in the east urban area.
In the next two chapters. -Study Need - and "Review of literature,"
a detailed description of the need to examine the highway system in the
east urban area and various study techniques utilized in this analysis
wi l l be provided.

STUDY NEED

populatlQn and EmpJoyment Growth

Population and employment are major determinants of traffic demand.
For this reason, 1t Is important to analyze ex 1st tog and projected

population and employment data for the study area.

In 1984, the

transportation planning staff of the Green River Area Development
District collected populatl~n and employment data for each traffic zone
in the urban area.

This analysis found that the population for the east

urban area of Davless County was 12,084 within the 21 traffic zones in
the easlern quadrant.

Projections were prepared, by traffic lone, based

upon such factors as existing trends, vacant residential lots and
projected development p:,tterns .

Populat ion in the study arc a 15

projected to increase to 18,335, an increase of 52 percent, by 2000
(GRADO 22 -27).
Table 1 illustrates population and employment data in the study
area.

Employment is projected to increase by 24 percent in the east

urban area in the next ten years.

The east urban area includes such

major employers as Rag" Foods (200 employees); Green River Steel (lOa
employees); Green Coal Company (250 employees); and W. R. Grace Chemical
Co.pany (300 employees) (GRADO 21).

As the East Industrial Park

continues to develop, employment will increase in the study area.
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TABLE I
POPULATION ANO EMPLOYMENT DATA, BY TRAffiC lONE, IN STUDY AREA
Projected
Projected
Traffic
19B4
Populat ion
%
1984
Employment
%
Popylatign

year zooo

-Z2nL.
27
28
5<
55
67
68
69
70
7J
72
73
74
75
76

I,OB7
428
470
240
103
366
27

0
47
919
1,085
371
1,508
464
1, 293
528
267
49B
405
1,946

77

78
79
8Q
6l
B2
83

--.JZ
12,084

1,1 20
470
74B
343
107
358
25
0
49
1,456
1,361
933
1,812
1,132
2,157
844
823
889
858
2,661

-1.a2
18,335

~

3
10
59
43
4
·2
·7
0
4
58
25
151
20
144
67
60
208
79
112
37
ill
52

Employment

Year ZOOO

339
514
0
444
29
43
81
1,456
41
403
117
4
19
0
98
0
20 1
0
64
201
---2
4,054

393
673
10
557
44
73
94
1,593
46
520
136
4
38
10
14B
36
329
0
72
241
---2
5,017

~

16
31
1, 000
25
52
70
16
9
12
29
16
0
100
1,000
51
3,600
64
0

8
20
---2
24

The east urban area is the
fastest growing quadrant of the county,
The expans ion of existing subdivisions and the development of new

residential areas Is ongoing . As stated earlier , emp loyment also will
increase with the expansion of existing industries and the potential for
location of new industry in the East Indu strial Park. Nei9hborhood
business centers are anticipated to expand with the increased population
growth.

Population and employment in the east urban area is projected

to grow at a faster rate than the urban area as a whole as shown in
Table 2.

With population and employment forecasted to increase even

more during the next ten years, routes must be improved to accommodate,
as well as enhanc2, growth and development in the east urban area.
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TABLE 2
POPULATION ANO EMPLOYMENT IN EAST URBAN AREA AS COMPARED TO ENTIRE URBAN
AREA
POPULATION
East Urban Area

19B4

Projected
Population

pQPuJat jon

(2000)

12,084
(15 .4)

18,335

l.nt...ID
6,251(52)

Entjre Urban Area

1984

Projected
Population

popuJat igo

(ZOOO)

69,326

Inc

80 ,000

(; )

10,674

EMPLOYMENT
East Urban Area

1984

Employment

4,054
Source:

Entire Urban Area

Projected
Employment
(20001
l.nt...ID

Emol Q'anent

5,0)7

29,024

1984

953 (24)

Projected

Employment
(20001

33,520

Inc, (%1

4,496 (15 .5)

popylation, and Emoloyment Base pata and Protectjons for Traffj c

tIlllIll. GRADO, S'eptember 1984

Impact from Area Highway protects

The construction of a new Ohio River Bridge in eastern Oavless
County near the communi ty of Maceo will have a significant impact on the

average daily traffic volumes on existing highways in the study area.
US 60 East. the principal arterial and major corridor 10 the study area,
currently averages between 20,000 to 27.000 vehicles daily according to
traffiC counts completed In August 1990 by the Green River Area

Development District. US 60 East will be reconstructed from KY 144 to
the new Ohio River Bridge by 1994.

This upgrading of US 60 East,

combined with the construction of the new bridge. will increase average

daily traffic volumes on US 60 East to 30 ,000 to 39,000 vehicles dally
according to traffic

Cabinet (3).

projecti~ns

made by the Kentucky Transportatton

HI,hways that inter.;ect with US 60 East also will

experience additional traffic demands generated by the new bridge and US

7

60 East reconstruction.

Eastern Davi ess County will experience

significant impact fro m these two major transporta tion projects.

The

impact of planned highways projects in the east county. as well as
anticipated population and employment growth, requires that new
alternative routes and improvements to existing highway facilitie s be
examined.

This study will focus upon the need for such highway

improvements and the analysis of variou s alternatlves for highway
improvements .

KEYIEW Qf THE LITERATURE
Several transportation planning studies, which focus upon analyzing
Dew routes or improving existing highway facilitie s . were reviewed to
determine the planning techniques utilized 1n conduct ing Similar types
of traffic studies . One study reviewed was the Soyth Centra] loyjsvjlle
Transportation Study. prepared by Presnell ASSOCiates, Inc. 1n 1985.
This study analyzed alternative east-west corridors 1n south lou i sville

to connect south central neighborhoods to 1-65.

Each alternative was

evaluated according to criteria such as transportation objectlves. cost.
environmental impact and economic development.

were examined.

Nine major alternatives

Based upO:; the study' s findings, several phase

improvements W~r~ re commended, including the extension of an existing
street; the reconstrl.lct ion of an exist tng east -west thoroughfarej and a
new extension of this street to serve neighborhood areas (1-4 -5).

The

objectives of the selected alternatives, which involve phase
improvements over a 20 ~year period, include minimum adverse impact on
area neighborhoods, low traffic volume increases on local streets, and
minimal land use changes in residential Zones (II-51).
A second transportation planning study reviewed was the analysis of
a cross-county connector route in Gwinnett County. Georgia. prepared by
the RBA Group consulting firm.

This study analyzes the need for a new

multi-lane arterial between US 78 and

1-85

in Gwlnnett County.

The

study addresses the need for a better east-west corridor due to the
rapid growth of the area and the need for a safer. more direct route.
In the Gwinnett County study. the levels-of-service on the existing

highways in the study area wel"e examined and determined to be operating
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at conges ted , over-capacity condition s.

Since the alternatives analyzed

were in a developed urban area. the environmental and land use impacts
were assessed, and various mitigat ion techniques were recommended . For
example, several types of acoustical barriers fo r noise impact
mitigation were discus sed.

Other mea sures recommended for preserving

the resident ial character of thp. area include buffer lones, access
control s and multiple uses of the corridor right -of-way, such as
stonowater basins and jogging paths (13) .
Another study reserched, which focus ed on the land use effects of
planned highways, is the Snyder fre eway Corridor Study. developed by the
Louisv ille -Jeffer son ·;ouoty Planning Comi ss ion.

The goal of thi s study

was to an~l~~i high~ay needs along the Snyder Free~ay corridor.

The

study antic tp~ tos land use development, as a result of the recently
completed freeway, and associated demands on the area 's exi sting
highways network(I-4) . Thirty highway projects were recommended,
ranging from developing new routes to traffic operat ional improvements
on existing thoroughfares.

A unique feature of the study is the

development guidelines recommended to limit future land use along the
corridor .
A subarea highway analYSiS, prepared by the Kentucky Transportat ion
Cabinet , was also reviewed.

This analYSis focused upon the J-24/US 60

interchange in west Paducah . Commerical development has increased in
the area with the completion of 1-24 (I).

The study analyzed three

alternatives for reconstructing the exi sting interchange.

The study

al so developed two alternatives for diverting traffic from the area
through constructing a n~~ connector route between US 60 and US 45, the
two principal arterials 1n the study area.
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Several transportation plann ing guidebooks , that are considered as
standards in the field, were utilized to determine the warrants for
constructing alternative rou tes and for geometric and design
recomgendattons on arterials and expressways.

The document, plannjng

Urban Arteria] and freewaY Systems. prepared by the 1,lst itute of Traffic
Eng inee . . s, prov ides Infonaat ion on detennln log the demand for highway
expansions on alternative routes, based upon traffic conditions,
development and land use (17-22) _ The relationships between highways
and land use are di scussed.

A policy on Geometric Design of Highways

and Streets , authored by the American ASSOCiation of State Highway and
Transportation Official ~ . was used as a guideline for reco~nded design
standards

fo~ ~rtertals

and expressways (629-719) ,

Several t ransportatlor. planning techntques used in the abovereferenced studies will also be utilized in this corridor study.
The preceding chapters have focu sed upon the study need, purpose
and background _ The next chapter will describ. existing traffic
cQnditions tn the study area.

EX; SIING TRAffiC COND ITI ONS
Area Hjghwav fa c jljt ies

The principal roadways in the ea stern OaYiess County study area are
US 60 East, the Wendell ford Expressway (US 60 Bypa ss), KY 54 and the
Green Rive r Parkway.

The new Ohio River Bridge will be located at

Maceo. 4. 4 miles northeast of US 60 East near the Iceland Road Spur.
The new bridge wil l be located approximately 12 mi les ea~t of the ctty
of Owensboro.

US 60 East is proposed for reconstructi on from KY 144 to

the new bridge access route, a distance of 6.5 mile s.

Four other state

secondary routes serve the study area --KY 144 from US 60 East to KY
405; KY 405 fror KY 144 to US 60 East; KY 1456 (Thruston -Dermont Road
and t :' 'tis Ro ad) and KY 3143 (Fa irvi ew Drive).

Major coun t y road s in the

east uiban area include Pleasant Valley Road. Hayden Road and Daniels
lane.
Traffjc Volume s on Highways in the Study Area

Table 3 provides information on the average daily traffic volumes
in the study area, and notes the changes in th ese counts over a ten.year
period.
US 60 East currently averages between 23,500 to 27.200 vehicles per
day (vpd) between the Wendell ford Expressway and KY 144.

from KY 144

to KY 405, US 60 East averages between 7,600 to 10,900 vpd.

Traffic

volumes on the Wendell Ford Expressway have increased by 7 to 18 percent
in t he past ten years.

Volumes currently average 11,000 to 14,300 vpd.

On KY 54, traffic volumes currently average 6,400 to 11.700 vpd.

Green

River Parkway cUi'rent 1y averages 3,800 vpd.
Pleasant Valle~ Road, Daniels lane, Fairview Drive, Thruston.
Dermont Road and KY 405 all carry between Z,100 to 4,700 vpd.

II

Although
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traffic volumes have increased on these facilities . the increases have
not been extremely significant . Reid Road has decreased in volume;

although KY 144 has substantially increased (35-65 percent) in the past
five years.

Il
TABLE l
AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES
ON STUDY CORRIDORS, 1979 -1990
oA~VE~R~AwGE~DA~lul~Y_T~R~
Au
FF~I~
C ~V~O~IU~M~E~S~
,~BLY~Y!E~AR

1988- 1990

% Increa se

1979-1990

US 60 fast

Wendell Ford XwayPlea san t Valley Rd _
Pleasant Valley Rd .-KY .144
KY 144-Wri9hts Landln9 Rd _
Wrights Landing Rd_ -KY 405

24 , 700

27,400

27 , 200

lOll

20,400
11,400
6, 400

21,100
9,900
7, lOO

2l,500 '
10 ,900
7,600

15%
l Oll
19%

10,lOO
12 ,100

10,900
14 ,200

11,000
14,lOO

18%

Parri sh Ave _-Wendell Ford Xway 9,100
Wendell Ford Xway10,600
Thru ston Dermont Rd.
Thruston Dermont Rd _-KY 142
6, 660

10,500
Il , 900

6,400
11,700

-lO%
lOll

7, 700

8,600

lO%

l,lOO

:; , 800

41%

l,500
lOO

l,700
900

6%
200%

600

600

-0 -

2,400

2,100

lOll

4,000

4, 700

18%

2,400

2,lOO

-4%

Wendell Ford Expressway (US 60 Bypa ss )

US 60 East-KY 54
KY 54-Green River Pkwy _

7%

Green RjVer parkway

Wendell Ford Xway-KY 142

2,700

pleasant Valley Road

US 60 East -Hayden Rd _
Hayden Rd _-Thruston Dermont Rd.
Danjels Lane

US 60 East -Hayden Rd .
fairvjew Drive

Green River Pkwy. - KY 54

1,900

TbrustoD Oermo nt Road

KY 54-Pleasant Valley Rd.
Rei d Road

Thruston Dermont Rd.-KY 144

AVERAGE U'iLY TRAffIC VOLUMES BY YEAR

l.2ll

~

1288-1220

, Increase

12Z2-I 220

IQ.ill

US 60 East-KY 405
KY 405-KY 142

3,400

5,900
4,500

9,600
4,600

65X
351:

600
600
1,900

1,300
2,600

900
1,300
2,900

117l:

Kl'..ID
US 60 East-KY 662
KY 662-Wrights Landin9 Rd.
Wri9hts Landing Rd.-KY 144

SOX
53!;
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EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES
ON HIGHWAYS IN STUDY AREA
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Projects planned for Study Are.
Several highway projects are currently planned in the corridor
study area.

These projects are described in Table 4 below:

TABLE 4
HIGHWAY PROJECTS PLANNED FOR STUDY AREA
f.!:gjlli

Beg innjng

.ErutiJlg

Descript jon

Est. Cost

I1metabl e

Ohto Rtver Ohio River US 60 E Con!O truction of SI02,824,OOO FY 1992*
Br tdge &
4 lane br1dge
and access route
Access Route
US 60 E

KY 144

O.ter Blvd . KY 54

Brtdge
Access
Route
US 60 E
Area

Relocation of
US 60 East
(dtstance •
6.5 miles)

fanstructton of

S20,050,OOO FY 1993*

S11,512,750

{~ rc umferentjal

minor arter ial
in qrowth area
outs ide W
ende 11
Ford Expres sway

As
development
warrants

Pleasant
Valley Rd .

US 60 E

Reconstructton
as urban section

12,198,000 FY 1994

Hayden Rd .

Pleasant Thruston- Reconstructton
Valley Rd. Oermont as urban sect ion
Road

12,411,000 FY 1995

Oaniels
lane

U~

Fairview
Or.
Extens ion

KY 144/
KY 405

60 E

Hayden
Road

Two miles Reconstructton
south
as urban section

Fairview Dr Pleasant Extension of
Valley
Fairview Drive
northeast to
Road
Pleasant Valley
Road

H/ A

Real tgnment of
intersect ion

11,592,000 FY 1996
IH/ A

As
develop'
ment
warrants

SI81,OOO

The information shown in Tabl e 4 was obtained from the Transportation
Improyement program. QwensbgrQ-Qaytess Coynty Urban Area Green River
Area Development Dtstrtct : OWensboro: 1990 (I - II) . Projects tncl uded
in Ke~tuc k y Transportat ion Cablnet, StrategiC S~ Highway plan
(17) are noted wtth aste r isks tn Table 4.
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PROJECTS PLANNED IN STUDY AREA
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Capac1ty/Leyej -pf-Service Anil11i1
Definitions
Capacity analysis is a set of procedures used to estimate the
traffic-carrying capacities of highway faci l ities, based upon a range of
operating conditions.

generally defined as the maximum
... .. --- - _..- _..C-apacity
__ . -._._is....
hourly rate which a particular segment of roadway can accommodate.
.

Level -of-service analysis is a qualitative measurement used to
~escribe operational condi tions within a traffic stream.

service for intersec tion s is defined in terms of delay.

level -of For arterials ,

level-of-service analysis is based on average travel speed for the
segment analyzed .

The average travel speed is computed from the running

time on the arter ~ _l segment and the intersection approach delay.
Capacity and leve t -of -service are affected by numerous physical and
operating characteri stics, including traffic condi tion s, such as vehicle
distributions and pedestrian crossings; roadway condi tions, such as the
number and width of lanes: and signalization cond itions, such as timing
and phas ing.
Intersect jon Analysis
Util izing a software package developed by the Transportation
Research Board (TRB software), major intersections on US 60 East were
analyzed to determi ne l evel-of-service conditions.

Data was collected

in the field on peak hou r traffic count s at major intersections on US 60
East and the US 60 Bypass.
August 1990.

These counts were conducted in July and

Geometric data , such as lane widths and traffic signal

timings, were also collected in the field.
in increments from A to F.

level-of-service is defined

According to the Highway Caoacity Manual .

Tralosportation Research Board. t hese levels-of-service for intersections

19
may be defined as follows (9-4-9-5) :
level-or-service A--free flow operations with average
running speeds; very low delay .
level -or-service B--reasonably ~nimpeded operations at
average travel speeds about 10 percent of the free flow
speed ; delays in the range of 5 to 15 seconds per vehicle .

Level-of-service Co-stable, but slightly more restricted
condit ions; travel speeds about SO percent of average free
flow speed; delays in the range of 15 to 25 seconds per
vehicle .
level-ot-service D- -average travel speeds about 40 percent
of average free flow speed; delays tn the range of IS to 25
seconds per vehicle.
level-ot- service E--significant delay and low travel speed;
delays in the range of 40 to 60 seconds per vehicle ;
congestion and unfavorable progress ion .
level-or-service F-- flow at extremely low speeds;
lay in
excess of 60 seconds per vehicle ; poor progressi o:~ .- ~ high
volume/capacity ratios.

The find ings of the intersect ion analysis on US 60 East and th~ US
60 Bypass are summarized in Table 5, below.

TABLE 5
EXISTING I EVEL-OF-SERVICE/CAPACITY ANALYSIS ON MAJOR CORRIDORS
IN STUDY AREA
lnillsection

ill

ill

Delay

{Sc,ticbl
US 60 East/ Bypass

•

O.BO

•

US 60 East/ Commerce Plaza

A

0. 50

4.3

US 60 East/ Pleasant Valley Road

B

0.49

6.4

US 60 East/Daniels lane

A

0.44

3.0

US 60 East/KY 144

B

0.32

6.9

US 60 Bypass/KY 54

B

0.42

7.8

* Re sults with extremely overloaded conditions (poor traff1~
progression , excessive delay, low travel speed ~ ).
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Segment Analy,is
Additionally, an arterial segment analysis was condUcted on US 60

East fro. the Wendell Ford Expressway to KY 144, to detenolne levels-ofservice for defined segments on the two corridors . As was discussed
earlier, arterial level-of-servlce is based on the average travel speed
for the segment under consideration .

It is influenced by factors such

as the number of signals per mile and the average intersection delay .
Factors such as poor progression and increasing traffic flows will lower
the level -of-service.
Level -of-service for segments Is also defined in increments from A
to F.

According to the Highway Capacity Manyal

the levels-of-service

for seg ... nts, may be def" - , as follows (11-4):
level-of-ser~tce A--free flow operations with average
travel speeds ab",ut 90 percent of free flow speed (45-25

mph) .

level-of-service B--reasonably unimpeded operations with
average travel speeds about 70 percent of free flow speed.
Level-of-service C--stable operations, although maneuvers
are more restricted; average travel speeds are about 50

percent of free flow speed .

level-of-service D- - increase in approach delay, decreasing
arterial speed; average travel speeds about 40 percent of
free flow speed.
Level-of-service E--significant approach delays, average

travel speeds about one-thlrd of free flow speed.

level-of-service F--arterial flow at extremely low speeds
about 25 percent of free flow speed.

The results of the segment analysls are shown ln Table 6.
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TABLE 6
ARTERIAL SEGMENT ANALYSIS ON US 60 EAST
EXISTING TRAffiC CONPIT IONS
S~gmeDt

~

Average Speed

Wendell Ford Expressway
to KY 144 (eastbound)

A

36 .0

KY 144 to Wendell ford
Expressway (westbound)

B

31 . 5

umu

Analysi s and Summary of Intersection and Segment Analys is

The intersection of US 60 East and the Wendell Ford Expressway is
the only signalized intersection within the study area not operating at
an acceptable

level - of ~ serv1ce.

For the purpose of this study , an

acceptable leyel-of-ser~~~e may be defined as level-of-service A, 8 or
C. where stable traffic ~perations exist.

Overcapacity conditions are

those operating below level -of-service C. The intersection of US 60
East and the Wendell Ford Expressway operates overcapacity during the
peak periods, due to the volume of westbound traffic atte~pting to turn
left onto the Wendell Ford Expressway which creates excessive delay.
Excessive delay occurs when average travel speeds are below 50 percent
of free flow travel speed conditions.
US 60 East has only one arterial segment, Wendell Ford Expressway
to KY 144 . This segment was analyzed in the eastbound and westbound
direction, and was found to operate at an acceptable level-of-service;
however, both the eastbound and westbound traffic flow operates at
average travel speed below the posted speed limit of 45 mph .
The arterial segment analysis also indicates that the northbound
and southbound appro~~hes of intersecting streets at Pleasant Valley
Road. Oaniels Lane and KY 144 are experiencing high delays per vehicle.
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Leyel-gf- Seryice/CaDacity Anai v~1s go TwO-Lane SectigD

Two-lane highway analysis was conducted on US 60 East from KY 144
to KY 405 in Haceo, to determine levels-of-service.

level-of-service

for two-lane highway analysis is influenced by truck percentage. lane
widths. shoulder widths. percent of no passing zones along the seg~nt

and traffic volume .
As Table 7 indicates. the level -of-service on the two-lane highway

segment of US 60 East from KY 144 to Wrights landing Road is lOS D.

The

segment from Wrights landing Road to KY 405 is also operating at lOS D.
The results indicate that the reconstruction planned on this segment of
US 60 East is warranted. especially considering the impact of the new
Ohio River Bridge . Two-lane htghw~ analyses were also conducted for

other facilities in the study area, also shown in Table 7.
Reid Road is currently operating at lOS 8 with no apparent capacity
problems.
lOS C.

KY 144 and Pleasant Valley Road are currently operating at

Daniels lane operates at lOS A on both segments analyzed .

indicating free flow traffic conditions.

Thruston-Dermont Road, from KY

54 to Pleasant Valley Road, i , operating at lOS C, but is borderline for
lOS 0 conditions, indicating potential capacity problems.

The segment

of Thruston-Dermont Road from Pleasant Valley Road to Reid Road operates
at lOS C.
analyzed.

FairView Drive operates at lOS 8 and C on the segments
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TABLE 7
SEGMENT ANALYSIS , FACILITIES IN STUDY AREA,
EXISTING TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
US 60 East

KY 144 to Wr ights Landing Road
Wrights Landing Road to KY 405

D
D

Reid Road

KY 144 to Thruston-Dermont Road

8

US 60 East to KY 405

C

Pleasant Valley Road

US 60 East to Hayden Road

C

Hayden Road to Thruston ~ Dermo nt R "~!

8

panjels Lane

US 60 East to CSX Rail Line
CSX Rail Line to Hayden Road

A
A

Thrustoo-Dermoot Road

KY 54 to Pleasant Valley Road
Pleasant Valley Road to Reid Road

C
C

Fajrview priye

KY 54 to Settles Road
Settles to Old Hartford Road

8
C

SYmmary of Caoacjt y/ Level -of - Seryjce Analys js

Both the major intersect ions and arterial segments on US 60 East

and other pr inc ipal rou tes in the study area have been analyzed to
determine existing traffic conditions.

In summary. the intersection of

US 60 East with the Wendell Ford Expressway 13 congested and creates
t raffi c delays.

This lowers the average travel ~peed for motorists on

US 60 East near the expressway.

Furthermore. wh i le US 60 East traffic
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at other major intersections between the expressway and KY 144 is
operating within capacity, due to the lack of an alternative route,
average travel speeds of 32-36 mph are considerably below the posted 45

mph speed limit. The existing two-lane segment of US 60 East from KY
144 to kY 405 operates at level-of-service 0, with congestion, low
travel speeds and traffic delays .
Problems currently exist on traffic flow on US 60 East as the
capactty/level-of-servlce analysis indicates . Obviously, the additional
traffic generated from the new Ohio River Bridge and increased
populat ion and employment growth will worsen existing traffic flow.

For

these reasons, US 60 East must either be improved or an alternative
route to US 60 East must be

deY r tw~~d.

Ortgtn-Destination SurVeys
Origin-destination surveys were conducted on the Owensboro and
Cannelton, Indiana, bridges, as part of the Ohio Riyer Brtdge
feastbility Study. prepared by the Green River Area Development
District.

The surveys were conducted to determine the origins and

destinations of the motorists using both bridges (37-46) . The results
of these surveys may be summarized . as follows:

TABLE B
ORIGIN-DESTINATION SURVEY RESULTS
OWENSBORO BRIDGE
Origin/Destination
Owensboro

North
South
East
West

NQ

in SurVey
1.097
1.57B

74

160
533

% of Total
32

46

2
5
15

25

TABLE 9
ORIGIN-DESTINATION SURVEY RESULTS
CANNELTON BRIDGE
Oriotn/Qest1nation

No . in Survey

OWensboro

; of Total

896
69
370

Hancock County

North
South
East
West

10

511
24

48
4

20
I

2,
I

An analysis of the origin-destination survey results indicates that
the OWensboro area generates a s ignificant portion of trips occurring on
both bridges - . 32 percent on the OWensboro Bridge and 48 percent on the
Cannelton Bridge.

This implies that any new facilities

sh~~ l d

be

located so that traffic may conveniently access arterials withi n the

city of Owensboro, I_e _ Wendell Ford Expressway and US 60 East_
Accident .Analysis of Study Area

Traffic accidents were analyzed for the period of January 1, 1988,

through Hay 31, 1990_

This data was obtained from the Kentucky

Transportation Cabinet. Division of Traffic (1 -26) . ACCident rates were
calculated using a formula recommended by the Institute of Traffic
Engineers (551) .

This formula compares the number of accidents in a

given time period to the average daily traffic volumes to determine an
aCCident rate.

Generally. those segments with rates of five or above

are considered as high accident rate areas .
On US 60 East. aCCident rates were highest on the two-lane segment

from Yellow Creek to Wrights Landing Road and from Wrights Landing Road
to Sacra Drive.

Intersections with the US 60 Bypass an~ Pleasant Valley

Road have a high number of accidents. although aCCident rates are not
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high, when the number of accidents is compared to the dai ly traffic at

these intersections. On the US 60 Bypass between KY 54 and US 60 East,
the intersection at KY 54 has a high accident rate.

On KY 54, the

segment from Fairview Drive to Bold forbes Way has a high accident rate,
as does the intersection with Thruston-Oermont Road.

So~ of these

accidents, however, occurred prior to the reconstruction of KY S4 to

five lanes. KY 144 has a high accident rate from Reid Road to KY 405.
The accident history in the study area is summarized 1s Table 10,

on the following page .
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"!ASLE 10

ACCIDENT HISTORY IN STUDY AREA
(January 1988 -Hay 1990)
IUgJ]m

US 60 East

Seg~Dt Qt Intc[~e'tiQn

US 60 Bypass
Bypass-Hubert Ct.
Hubert Ct.
COlmM!rce Dr.

COMmerce Dr.-Glenn Ct.
Glenn Ct.
Glenn Ct .- Pleasant
Valley Rd.
Pleasant Valley Rd .
Pleasant Valley Rd. Isaac Shelby Or .
Isaac Shelby Or.
Isaac Shelby Dr. Daniels In .
Daniels In.
Eastwood Or.
Riverside Or.
Rivers ide Or. -KY 14 ~
KY 144
KY 144-Yellow Creek
Yellow Creek-Wri9hts
landing Rd.
Wrights landing Rd.
Wrights landing Rd.Gaddis Excavating
Gaddis ExcavatingSacra Or.
Sacra Or.
Slcra Dr . -KY 405

l2lil

as:s:idllots
Accident
fatality we

~

23
1
5
4
5
8

10
1
2
3
2
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3.30
.14
. 71
.57
1. 57
.71
1.14

26
2

4
0

0
0

4.30
.33

1
17

0
7

0
0

. 17
2.80

1
4
1
23
14
6
31

0
2
3
18
1
22

0
0
0
1
0
0
0

.17
.66
.17
3.80
2.30
2.10
11.00

11

0
5

0
0

.71
5.62

12

0

0

6.13

1
2

0
0

0
0

.51
1.02

11

2

/3

US 60 Bypass

KY 54
KY 54-US 60 East

16
5

5
2

0
0

5.31
1.77

KY 144

US 60 East-Reid Rd.
Reid Rd.
Re id Rd. -KY 405

8
6
17

6
3
11

0
0
3

3. 24
2.43
6.88

Wimsatt Ct .
Alvey Park Or.
Villa Point
Fairview Drive
fairview-Bold forbes Way
Wood Trace-ThurstonDermont Rd.
Thurston-Dermont Rd .

16
8
12
9
17
8

5
2
3
8
7
4

0
0
0
0
0
0

1.33
2.66
3.98
2.99
5.64
2.66

19

13

0

6.31

KY 54
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·Acctdent Rates were calculated, based upon the formula recommended in
the Transportation & Iraffic Engineering Handbook. as follows:
2 X Iotal NO Of Accidents X 1.000.000 Vehicles 515
(Day. ) X Average Daily Traffic Volume
The existing traffic conditions, including traffic volumes and
levels-of-service on the major corridors; accident history; travel
patterns; and planned improvements have been described in this chapter.
The next chapter, "Analysis of Alternatives , " will describe the
nethodology and analYSis for various alternatives for improving the
highway network in the study area .

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
Several alternatives are discussed below for improv ing the highway
network in the east urban area . The options discus sed include making
no

1mproye~nts

in the area, upgrading existing US 60 East; and

constructing a new expressway fac111ty 1n the study area.

Five

potential alignments for an east county expressway will be analyzed.
The analysis of each alternative includes traff ic projections;
leyel ~ of-serYice

anaiystsj land use and environmental impact

information; and cost estimates.
Hethodplogy

Since 1t 1s necessary ta assess the traffic conditions in the study
area with the increase in traffic

project~

from the new bridge and

connector route. the first alternative examined is "Do-nothing ." This
provides a descriptton of the impact of the new bridge and connector
route on the existing highway network .
For each alternative presented, traffic volumes were projected
based upon a computer traffic modeling system maintained by the Kentucky
Transportatton Cabtnet (1-12). A level-of-servtce/capacity analysts was
also condur.ted for each alternative, utilizing the same methodology
described earlier.

The level-of-service analysis analyzes the impact of

each alternative on the traffic flow on US 60 East , since one of the
main objectiyes of this project is to relieve traffic congestion on US
60 Easl.
The land use impact of each alternative is assessed through
information found in the land use element of the Owensboro-Dayless
County Comprehensive Plan. as prepared by the OWensboro Metropolitan
Planntng Commtsston (12). Aer tal photographs , obtained from the Davtess
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Cnunty Property Valuation Administration office, were utilized to
determine the number of properties affected.

Each route was sketched

onto the aerial photographs and affected properties were Identified to
determine potential relocations.
In conducting the environmental analyses, Flood Insurance Rate

Haps, produced by the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
were used to identify floodplain and wetland areas. Data on
archeaological sites was obtained from the University of Kentucky.

Depart.. nt of Anthropology . Historical site infonoatlon was obtained
frOM the Kentucky Heritage Council (1-7).

Soils were Identified through

the use of geologic quadrangle maps developed by the United States
Geological Survey.
The cost estimate for each alternatt~e involved estimating costs
for the deSign and construction of the alternative; the cost of
acquiring the necessary right-of-way to contruct the alternative; and
the cost of relocating existing utilities to construct the alternative.

Properties that would be impacted were Identified for each
alternative . For hOMeS and businesses that would be M
taken" for
construction, assessed values were obtained fro~ the Daviess County PYA.
Based upon discussions wtth local realtors and appraisers, it was
assumed that appraised values are about 801 of current market values.
Market values were then developed accordingly.

For land values, a cost

per sq. ft. was utilized, as recomaended by the Kentucky Transportation

Cabinet.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet also provided cost estimates

for utility relocations for each ·1ternative (Intel-view 1990).
Relocation costs were also provided by the Kentucky Transportation
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Cabinet.
Construction costs were then developed, based upon a unit cost, per
mile, on each alternative.

These unit costs were recommended by the

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.

Additional costs were added for

bridges and interchanges, as per Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
!pec1ficat1ons . A des ign cost was also developed for each alternative.
The design cost was assumed to be approximately five percen~ of the
total construction cost for each alternative.

DO NOTHING ALTERHATIVE
Descriptign

With the ' Do-Nothing ' no improvements would be made to US 60 East,
and no alternative route would be co~!T.racted .
protected Traff1, Volumes

Even without any improvement on US 60 East , da ily traffic volumes

would average between 30 ,000 to 39,000 vehicles per day on US 60 East .
This is due to the additional trips generated by the new Ohio River
Bridge and the reconstruct ion of US 60 East , as well as normal yearly
traffic growth from development in the area.

The daily traffic volumes on streets and hi9hways intersect ing
with US 60 East would also increase.

Pleasant Valley Road would

increase from 3, 500 to 8, 000 vehicles per day (vpd) . The US 60 Bypass
would increase from 14,300 to 17,000 vpd.

Dan iels Lane would

increase from 600 to 2,300 vpd, and KY 144 would increase from 9,600 to
14,800 vpd.

Traffic projections were developed by the Kentucky

Transportation Cabinet as referenced under the section "Methodology. "
As can be seen, the increase in traff ic volumes is substanttal.

For example, daily traffic on US 60 East would increase by 43 percent .
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Additionally. daily traffic on major Intersecti ng streets and highways
is projected to increase substantially, as discussed above.
Level-of-Serylce Analysis

Intersection and segment capacily/level -of-service analysis was

conducted on the DO-Nothing alternative. as shown In Table II and 12.
TABLE 11
INTERSECTION ANALYSIS-US 60 EAST
PO-NOTHING AlTERNATIVE
Intersection

US
US
US
US
US

60
60
60
60
60

..I.O.S

East/US 60 Bypass
•
East/Commerce Plaza
•
East/Pleasant Valley Rd. E
East/Daniels Lane
East/KY 144
ri

ill

Delay (sec / yebl

•

1.69
2.66
.92
.75
0.69

•

48.7
7.0
35.4

-Results with extremely overload'ed cO,ndttions (poor traffic progression,
escesstve delay , low travel speeds).

TABLE 12
SEGMENT ANALYSIS - US 60 EAST
PO-NOTHING ALTERNATIVE
Ayerage Speed (mph)

US 60 East KY 144 (Eastbound)
US 60 East - r.Y 144 (Westbound

D
B

20.7
32 .8

The level -of-service analysis on the Do-Nothing alternative

Indicates that all of the intersections. with the exception of Daniel s
lane, would operate at poor levels-of-service.

The delay time per

vehicle is significant or above 25 seconds per vehicle, as defined by

LOS D conditions.
The segment analysis indicates that US 60 East would operate at
LOS 0 for eastbound travel.

~or both eastbouDlt and westbound travel,

average travel speeds are significantly lower than the 45 mph posted
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speed limit.
In comparing the projected level-of-service conditions to the
current conditions, as shown in Table 4, it can be noted that the
increase in daily traffic volumes will create measurable traffic
problems on US 60 East and intersecting streets and highways .
Considering the above mentioned factors, the Oo-Nothing alternative
does not appear feasible.

With the completion of the new Ohio River

Bridge and the reconstruction of US 60 East, highway improvements will
be necessary in the study area.
The following narrative will describe alternatives for upgrading
existing US 60 East, as well as will present options fo)' constructing a
new expressway to accommodate projected

traf~~c

in the study area.

ALTERNATIVE I ' RECONSTRUCTION OF US 60 EtSI TO SEVEN LANES WITH
CONSTRUCTION OF A PARTIAL INTERCHANGE
Description

Th is option would involve the widening of US 60 East to a seven
lane cross~section from the intersection with the Wendell For~

Expressway (US 60 Bypass) to KY 144 . A partial interchange would be
constructed at the intersection with the US 60 Bypass to accommodate

the high volume of left turns.

The intersection of US 60 East with KY

144 would be reconstructed.
projected Traffic VQlymes

US 60 East widened to seven lanes is projected to carry 34 .400 to

40,800 vehicles per day . From the US 60 Bypa ~s to Pleasant Valley
Road, US 60 East would carry the higher traff ic vol ume of 40 ,BOO.
Pleasant Valley Road to KY 144 would carry the l o~e r volume of 34,400.
leyel-of.Seryice Analysts

An arterial analysis was condUcted on US 60 East by us ing traffic
projections provided by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet .

US 60

East was analyzed in the eastbound and westbound directions , from the

U5 60 Bypass to KY 144. as shown in Table 13 , below.
TABLE 13
SEGMENT ANALYSIS - US 60 EAST
ALTERNATIVE 1
~

~

a~er~ge

Sgeed (mgbl

US 60 Bypass to KY 144
(Eastbound)

0

20 .6

KY 144 to US 60 Bypass
(Westbound)

A

35.B

The level -of-service analysts indicates that Alternati ve 1 would
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provide an acceptabl e level-of-service for westbound travel, but a
moderate to poor leve1 -of-service for eastbound travel . The Ohio River
Bridge project and the reconstruction of US 60 East will significantly
impact traffic flow on US 60 East .
land Use Impact$
US 60 East presently has a mixture of residential, commercial and
industrial land uses.

The corridor is almost fully urbanized, with

most urban services availabl e, such as water and sewer service.

The

present land use plan for the urban area does not anticipate drastic
changes in land use along US 60 East . Full development, with expansion
of additional co_rclal and industrial hell iUes, is expected . US 60
East 1s des igned as an or ,an growth area.
Alternative 1 would! Invollve massive relocation of homes and
busines ses . Widening US 60 East to two additlor.al lanes would have a
negative impact on existing development along US 60 East. Alternative
1 would involve the relocation of 40 homes and 14 businesses.
Enylronmental Aoalysl $
Alternative 1 does not contain any floodplain or wetland areas.
There are no stream crossings along Alternative 1; and no identified
archaeological sites.

Alternative 1 Is underlain by alluvium that was

deposited by glaCial out -wash material . There are no faults located
within the area of Alternative I, consequently standard structures and
highway des ign may be utilized.
pesign and Cost E$tjrnate
Alternative 1 would be designed as an urban arterial with seven
12 -ft . driving lanes.

A partial interchange would be constructed at

the intersection of the US 60 East with the US 60 Bypass to accommodate
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high left turning yolu~, .

The intersection with KY 144 would be

reconstructed to iMprove operations . The total esti.ated cost for

AlternatiYe 1. based upon 120 ft. of right-of-way and a distance of two
miles. is S23.441.575.
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AlTERNATIVE 2; CONSTRUCTION OF EXPRESSWAY FRQH US 60 EASTfKY 144 TO
US 60 BYPASS/KY 54
Descriptign

Alternat tve -2 involves the construction of a new, l imited access
expressway facility.

The expressway would be constructed from the

Intersect Ion of US 60 East/XY 144 to the Interchange of KY 54/US 60
Bypass. An Interchange would be constructed at US 60 East/XY 144 . The
existing Interchange with KY 54/US 60 Bypass would be reconstructed.
prQjected Traffic Volumes

Alternative 2, as a new expressway fac111ty, would carry 17 , 200

vpd. With the construction of Alternative 2, the projected traffic
volumes on US 60 East would decrease to 28.000 vpd near the intersection

of US 60 Bypass and 18, 300 vpd near the lnl.n .ttlon of KY 144 .
l eyel-of -SerYice Analysi s

An arterial analysts was conducted on US 60 East us ing traffic

projections provided by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.

The

analysis on US 60 East was performed from the Intersection with the US
60 Bypass to the Intersection with KY 144. US 60 East was analyzed for
eastbound, as well as westbound traffic.

The f indings of the segment analysi s are shown In Table 14.
TABLE 14
SEGMENT ANAlYSIS - US 60 EAST
ALTERNATIVE 2
~

ill

Avenge Sgccd (mgbl

US 60 Bypass to KY 144
(Eastbound)

C

26.6

KY 144 to US 60 Bypass
(Westbound)

.~

35 . 0

Alternat ive 2 would achieve acceptable levels -or-service on US 60 East.
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~Use

Impact $

Currently. the land use in the vicinity of Alternative 2 is
primarily agr icultural . Thi s includes prime agri cultural land in the
Yellow Creek bast n from Pleasant Vall ey Road to US 60 f ast . Alte rna t ive
2 1s located tn a planned growth area. Urban serv ices avai labl e include
water service . Sewer service is not currently availabl e. but is planned
for the corr idor area .
The interchange proposed with US 60 East and KY 144 and the
reconstruction of the interchange with KY 54 and the US 60 Bypass will
involve considerable r fght· of -way acqu is ition.

Wimsat t Court

subdivision would be negatively impacted, with the necess ary
con struct ion of an interchange ramp .

It ( ~ estima t ed that approxi mately

50-100 acres of righ t- of-way will be requi¥ed for each interchange.
Alternative 2 would invol ve the re loc~ tf on of 43 homes and two
bus inesses.
En yi ronmental Analvs is
Alternat ive 2 does not contain any floodpla in or wetland areas.
There are three stream crossi ngs associated with Alternat ive 2. all of
which cross Yellow Creek . There are three archaeological s ites along
Alternative 2. The f irst s ite. Da 130. is located just north of Hayden
Road and apprOXimately 2.700 ft . east of where Alternative 2 is proposed
to cross Daniels Lane . The second site . Oa J13, is approximately 500
ft. northwest of where Alternate 2 is proposed to cross Daniels Lane.
The th ird s ite, Da 115, is situated apprO Ximately 2, 400 ft. north of the
proposed interchange of Alternative 2 with the US 60 Bypass.

There is

one hi storical site near the proposed alignment of Alternative 2, the
R
RFuqua house, number 130. located east of Daniels lane.
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Alternative

< Is

underlain by alluvlu~ fonoed by glacial out-wash

.aterlal. Exposed coal seams and bedrock dot the area of Alternative 2.
Thp.re are no faults within this area.
pesig" aDd Cost Estimate

Alternative 2 would be designed as a limited access expressway

facility with ~50 ft. of right -of-way for four 12 ft. driving lanes and
a depressed center median.

Interchanges would be constructed at. the

Intersections of KY 54 and the US 60 Bypass and at US 60 East and KY
144. The total estl.ated cost for Alternative 2. a distance of 2.7
miles, 15 $23,630,888.
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Descript1pn
Alternative 2A involves the construction of a new limited access
exprp.ssway facility . The expressway would be constructed from the

intersection of US 60 East/KY 144 to the interchange of KY 54/US 60
Bypass . . An interchange would be constructed at US 60 East/KY 144 . The
existing interchange with KY 54/US 60 Bypass would be reconstructed, and
a continuous urban interchange would be constructed from this

intersection to Pleasant Valley Road.
protected

Tr~ff jc

yolymes

Alternative 2A, as a new expressway facility, would carry 16,800 to

22,300 vehicles per day. With the construction of Alternative 2A, the
projected tr.ffic volumes on US 60 East would decrease to 17,BOO to
· ' ,000 vehicles per day.
It Vel-pf-Serv ices Analvsi s

An arterial analysis was conducted on US 60 East using traffic
projections provided by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.

The

analysis on US 60 East was performed from the Intersection with the US
60 Bypass to the intersection with KY 144. US 60 East was analyzed for
eastbound, as well as, westbound traffic.

The findings of the segment analysis are shown in Table 15, below.
TABLE 15
SEGMENT ANALYSIS - US 60 EAST
ALTERNA TJ VE 2A
J.QS

US 60 Bypass to KY 144
KY 144 to US 60 Bypass

6
A

Ayerage Speed <mph)

31.9 (Eastbound)
35.2 (Westbound)

Alternative 2A would achieve acceptable levels-of-service on US 60 East.
Land U$e Impacts
Currently, the land use in the vicinity of Alternative 2A is

primarily agricultural.

This incl udes prime agricultural land in the

Yellow Creek basin from Pleasant Valley Road to US 60 East . Alternative
2A is located in a planned growth area.
include water service.

Urban services available

Sewer service is not currently available, but is

planned for the corridor area.

The interchange proposed with US 60 East and KY 144 and the
reconstruction of the interchange with KY 54 and the US 60 Bypass will
involve considerable right-of-way acquisition.

As with Alternative 2,

the Wimsatt Court subdivision would be negatively impacted, with the
~acessary

construction of an interchange ramp.

Alternative 2A would

also impact existing residential and agr icultural uses at Pleasant

Valley Road.

It is estimated that approximately 50-100 acres of right-

of-way will be requ ired for each interchange.

Alternative 2A wou ld

involve the relccation of 44 homes and two businesses.
Enyironmental Analysis
Alternative 2A does not contain any floodplain or wetland areas .
There are three stream crossings associated with Alternative 2A , all of
which cross Yellow Creek.

There are three archaeological sites adjacent

to Alternative 2A . The first site, Da 130, is located just north of
Hayden Road and approximately 2,700 feet east of where Alternative 2A is
proposed to cross Daniels Lane.

The second site, Da 113, 1s

approximately 500 feet northwest of where Alternative 2A is proposed to
cross Danie ~ s Lane.

The third site, Oa 115, 1s situated approximately

2,400 ft. north of the proposed interchange of Alternative 2A with the
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US 60 Bypass.

There is one historical site near the proposed alignment

of Alternative 2A, the "Fuqua" house, number 130, located east of
Daniels lane.

Alternative 2A is underlain by alluvium formed by glacial out-wash
material.

2A.

Exposed coal sea.s and bedrock dot the area of Alternative

There are no faults within this area .

Design and Cost Est1mate

Alternative 2A would be designed as a limited access expressway

facility with 350 ft. of right-of-way for four 12 ft . driving lanes and
a depressed center medtan.

A continuous urban interchange would be

constructed at the intersections of KY 54 and the US 60 Bypass and would
ext&'l$ 'L a Pleasant Valley Road.
construct ~d

Another interchange would be

at US 60 East and KY 144.

The total estimated cost for

Alternative 2A, a distance of 2.1 miles, is $28,680,888.
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ALTERNATIVE 3:

CONSTRUCTION OF EXPRESSWAY FROM US 60 EAST TO
US 60 BYPASS/KY 54

Descriptign

Alternatlve 3 involves the construction of an expressway facil tty

from US 60 East, approximately one mile east of KY 144, to KY S4/ US 60 .
projected Traffi c Volymes

Alternative 3, as a new expressway facility. would carry 7,900
vpd . Alternative 3 would not substantially reduce traffic volumes on

US 60 East.

Dally traffic volumes would average 14,500 to 33,000 vpd.

Leye l -of -Seryjce Analysi s

An arterial analys is was conducted on US 60 East from KY 144 to
the US 60 Bypass using traffic projections provided by the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet .

The analysi s on US 60 East was performed from

the intersection with the US 60 Bypass to the intersection with KY 144 .
US 60 East was analyzed for eastbound, as well as westbound traff ic .
The findings of the segment analysis are shown in Table 16, below .

TABLE 16
SEGMENT ANALYSIS - US 60 EAST
ALTERNATIVE 3
~

Ayerage Speed (mph)

US 60 Bypass to KY 144

C

23.4 (Eastbound)

KY 144 to US 60 Bypass

A

35.4 (Westbound)

The level -of-service analys is indicates that Alternative 3 would
achieve acceptable levels -of-service on US 60 East .
Land Use Impacts
Alternative 3 is located in a primarily agricultural area, with
impact on less prime farmland than Alternative Z.

The project would

impact existing industrial uses at the proposed interchange with US 60
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East. including the relocation of two businesses . As with Alternative

2, additional right-of-way would be required to reconstruct the KY 54/
US 60 Bypass interchange, with impact on the Wi.satt Court subdivision.
There would also be some impact on an existing farm residence near
Daniels lane.

FroM Daniels Lane west. the impact would be the same as

Alternative 2, in that the proposed land use Is primarily low-density
residential and agricultural.
The northeast portion of Alternative 3, where the route would
interchange with US 60 East, lies outs ide the urban growth area, with
water service available, but no sewer service anticipated in the near
future . Alternative 3 involves the relocat ion of 46 homes and three
businesses.
Environm@ntal Analysis

This alternative contains approximately 0.3 miles of floodplain,
which is B.3 percent of the total length of Alternativo 3. The
floodplain area is located at the point where US 60 East and
Alternative 3 woul d intersect.

Alternative 3 cros ses Yellow Creek

twice just east of Daniels Lane.
There are a total of ftve archaeological sites near the proposed

alignment of Alternative 3. The first site, Oa 144, is located west of
Yellow Creek and approximately I,BOO ft . east of Alternative 3. The
second site was surveyed by Dr . Jack Schock, Western Kentucky

University, in 1987 . This site is situated along Yellow Creek, 2,000
ft _ east of the proposed route of Alternate 3. The third site, Oa 113 ,
is located approximately 500 ft. northwest of where Alternative 3 would
cross Dantels Lane.

The fourth site, Oa 130, Is located north of Hayden

Road and approximately 2,700 ft. east of where Alternattve 3 is proposed

to cross Daniels Lane.

The fifth site, Da liS, Is approximately 2,000

ft . north of the proposed Interchange of Alternative 3 with the US 60
Bypass.

There is one historical s1te near the proposed alignment of

Alternative 3, the "Fuqua" house, , 130, located east of Daniels lane.

Alternative 3 Is underlain .aln1y by a11uvlu. formed by glacial
out-wash material.

Exposed coal seams and bedrock dot the area.

There

are no faults within thi s area.
Oe51gn and

(O$t

Estimate

Alternative 3 would be designed as a limtted access expressway
facility with four 12 ft. lanes and a depressed median.

Interchanges

would be constructed at KY 54 and the US 60 Bypass and at US 60 East.
Right-of-way would be 350 ft. and the total distance Is 3.6 miles.
estimated cost of Alternative 3 Is S28,672 ,018.

Th.
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ALTERNaTIVE 4;

CONSTRUCTION ~f EXPRESSWAY fROM US 60 EAST TO US 60
BYPASS/GREEN RIVER PARKWAY

Description

Alternat ive 4 involves the construction of an expres sway facility

from US 60 East, apprOXimately one mil e east of KY 144, to US 60
Bypass/Green River Parkway.
projected Traffic Volumes

Alternative 4, as a new expressway facility, would carry 15,300

vpd between KY 54 and the Green River Parkway and 8,000 vpd between KY

54 and US 60 East.

Alternative 4 would reduce traffic volumes on US 60

East to 14,500 to 33,000 (near the US 60 Bypass) .
Leyel -of-Seryice Analysis

An arter ial analYSis was C ~J~ t,d on US 60 East from KY 144 to

the US 60 Bypass using traffic projections provided by the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet .

The analysis on US 60 East was performed from

the intersection with the US 60 Bypass to the intersection with KY 144 .
US 60 East wa s analyzed for eastbound , as well as westbound traffic.
The findings of t he segment analysts ace shown 1n Table 17, below.

TABLE 17
SEGMENT ANALYSIS - US 60 EAST
ALTERNATIVE 4
Ayerage Speed (mph)

US 60 Bypass to KY 144
(Eastbound)

o

20 . 1

KY 144 to US 60 Bypass
(Westbound)

B

34.7

Alternative 4 would achieve acceptable level s· of·service on US 60 East
for westbound travel ; however, there would be a poor level.of-service
on eastbound travel.
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Land Use Impacts

Thi s alignment would impact existing prime agricultural land uses

in the Horse Fork Basin, which lies between Green River Parkway and KY
54 .

There would be a significant impact on existing commercial land

uses at KY 54. where an interchange is proposed.

Alternative 4 would

also involve relocation of several businesses on Fairview Drive. as

well as the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 's maintenance garage .
There would be some impact on existing residential land uses near
Pleasant Valley Road and Hayden Road.

Alternative 4 would have the

same impact as Alternative 3 on northeast end of the corridor,
involving the relocation of two businesses at the proposed tnt ~rchange
with US 60 East.
Alternative 4 would negatively imp~~t landsdowne and Hillcrest
Oaks subdivisions .

This alternative wou ld also impact the expans ion of

Brookhill subdivision.

Thirty-nine homes, J4 businesses and one church

wou ld be relocated with this alternative .
Alternative 4 lies within the urban growth area from Green River
Parkway to Reid Road.
the urban growth

The northeast segment of the corridor is outside

are~ .

Environmental Analysis
There are t wo locations where Alternative 4 would cross the
floodplain .

The two areas would be 0.5 miles, or 9.3 percent, of the

length of Alternative 4. The first area is at the intersection of US
60 East, involving 0.3 mile of floodplain .

The second crOSSing would

be the tributary of Horse Fork along the abandoned railroad right-ofway south of KY 54 . i nvolving 0.2 mil. of f loodplain .
Alterna ti ve 4 has fo ur stream crossings: two cross Yellow Creek,
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east of Daniels Lane; one cros ses

Hor s~

Fork at KY 54 ; and the fourth

crosses the Horse Fork tributary along t he abandoned railroad right -of

way south of KY 54 .
There is one archaelogical site near the proposed alignment of
Alternat ive 4.

This site was surveyed in 1987.

It is located between

the proposed alignment of Alternative 4 and Highland Elementary School.
There are four historical sites near Alternative 4.

site is the J .W. Edmonds Field Farm, I 129.

The first

It is located

approximately 800 ft. west of the proposed Alternative 4 alignment.
The second historical site is the Helen Purdy Home , , 107 . Thi s house
is located off KY 54 on Ralph Avenue , approxi mately 250 ft . east of the
proposed a1 ignment.

The third site is

th~

,John McFarland House . The

house was built on what is now Fairview Dri ve, approximately 1,600 ft.
south of where Alternative 4 would cross Fairview Drive.

site is the Jeremiah Yewe11 House .

The fourth

It is located north of Fairview

Drive and approximatel y 900 ft. south of the proposed alignment of
Alternat lve 4.
Alternative 4 is underla in primarily by alluvium formed by glacial
out - ~ash

material.

Ex ~osed

coal seams and bedrock dot the area.

There

are no faul ts within the area.
Desi gn and Cost Estimate

Alternative 4 would be designed as a limited access expressway

facil ity with four 12 ft . lanes and a depressed median .

Interchanges

would be constructed at the intersection of the Green River Parkway and

the US 60 8ypass, at KY 54 and at US 60 East.

Right-of-way width

would be 350 ft . The estimated cost for the 5.4 mile route is
S43 ,679,258.
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ALTERNATIVE

#

4

PROJ£CTF:O TRAFFIC VOLUME:

Descrjptipn
Alternative 5 involves the construction of an expressway facility

from US 60 East/KY 144 to the fntersect fon of the US 60 Bypass and Green
River Parkway .
protected Traffic Yolymes
Alternative 5, as an expressway facil ity, would carry 12,700 to

20,400 vpd . Alternatfve 5 would reduce trafffc volu .. s on US 60 East to
21,700 to 27,BOO vpd (near the US 60 Bypass) .
leVel-of-Seryice Analys is

An arterfal analysfs was conducted on US 60 East fro. KY 144 to the
US 60 Bypass usfng traff fc

projec~C~.

provfded by the Kentucky

Transportatfon Cabinet . The analYSis on US 60 East was performed from

the fntersectfon wfth the US 60 Bypass to the fntersectfon wfth KY 144.
US 60 East was analyzed for eastbound , as well as ~e s tbound traffic .

The ffndfngs of the segment analys fs are shown fn Table 18, bel ow .
TABLE 18
SEGMENT ANALYSIS · US 60 EAST
ALTERNATIVE 5

smw.

LQS

AVerage Speed (moh)

US 60 Bypass to KY 144

o

21.8 (Eastbound)

KY 144 to US 60 Bypass

B

34.5 (Westbound)

Alternative 5 would achieve acceptable levels -of-servfce for
westbound travel, but poor level -of-servlce for eastbound travel.
Land Use Impact$

Thfs al fgnment would fmpac. exfst fng prfme .lgrfcultural land uses
fn the Horse Fork Basfn, between Green Rfver Parkway and KY 54.
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would be a si~nlficant impact on existing commerc ial land uses at KY 54
and Pleasant Valley Road, where interchanges are proposed . Alternative
5 would also involve relocation of several businesses on Fairview Drtve.
Alternative 5 would negatively impact landsdowne and Hillcrest Oaks
subdivisions .

This alternattve would also impact the exoansfon of

Brookhill subdiYision . AlternatiYe 5 is located entirely within the
urban service area.

Forty seven homes , 11 bUSinesses and one church

would be relocated with this alternattve.
Environmenta1 Analy s js

There is one location where Alternative 5 would cross the

floodplain, at a tributary of Horse Fork, south of KY 54.
inyolye 0.2 mil e

~r

This would

4.7 percent of the total length of AlternatiYe 5.

Alternative 5 has five stream crOSSings , two cross Yellow Creek . east of
Daniels lanei two cross Horse Fork near ~y 54; and the fifth crosses

Yellow Creek south of US 60 East at KY 144.

There are three

archaeological sites near the proposed alignment of Alternative 5. The
first site was surveyed in 1987 .

It is located between the proposed

alignment of Alternative 5 and Highland Elementary School.

The second

site is approximately 500 feet northwest of where Alternative 5 would

cross Daniels lane.

The third site is located just north of Hayden Road

and approximately 2,700 feet east of AlternatiYe 5.
There are five historical sites near Alternative S.

is J.W. Edmonds Field Farm, 1129 .

It is located approximately 800 ft.

west of the proposed AlternatiYe 5 alignment.
site is the Helen Purdy Home, '107.

The first site

The second historical

This house is located off KY 54 on

Ralph Ayenue, approximately 250 ft. east of the proposed alignment.

The

third site is the John McFarland House . The house was built on what is
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now Fatrvtew Drtve . The fourth stte ts the Jeremtah Yewel l House.

It

ts located north of Fatrvtew Drtve and approxtmately 1,500 ft. south of
the proposed &ltgn.. nt of Alternattve 5.

The ftfth stte ts the Fuqua

house, located east of DanIels lane .

Alternattve 5 ts underlatn prtmartly wtth alluvtum formed by
glacial out·wash -aterlal.

Exposed coal seams and bedrock dot the area.

There are no faults with in the area.

Pesia"

and CoU Estimate

Alternative 5 would be des igned as a limited access expressway

factI tty wtth four 12 ft . lanes and a depressed medtan.

Interchanges

would be constructed at the intersection of the Grea" River Parkway and

the US 60 Bypass; at KY 54 I ~ Pleasant Valley Road; and at US 60 East.
Rtght -of-way wtdth would be j so ~t.
route ts $44 ,400,940 .

The esttmated cost for the 4.3 mtle
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ALTERNATIVE

#

5

PRC)JfC;TfD TRAFFIC VOLUMf

RECOMMENDEP ALTERNATIVE
An evaluat ion matri x, summari zi ng and compar ing the six (6)
alternatives presented. is shown on the last two pages of the narrative .

A thoro ugh eval ua tion of the alternatives presented indicates that
Alternative 2( A) is the most desirable alternative, co nsideri ng all of
the transportation planning criteria analyzed .
Alte rnative 2{A) would carry more traffic than any of the other
expressway alternatives considered (16,800 to 22.300 vpd).

Alternative

2(A) wou ld al so reduce traffic volumes on US 60 East from 17 ,800 to
27,000 vpd, lower than any other alternative considered.

Acceptabl e

levels -of-service for both eastbound and wes tbound service on US 60 East
would be achieved wi th Alternat ive 2(A).
Wh ile Alternative 2(A) involves approximately 46 relocat ions . th is
Is less of a negative impact on eXist ing residential and commercia l land
uses. than AHcrnatives I, 3, 4 and 5. Additionall y, Alternative 2(A)
is located total ly within a planned growth area, which is primarily
agricultural.

The major impacts from Al ternative 2(A) wou ld be

concentrated at the proposed interchange areas . Also, Alternative 2(A)
do es not impact any known wetland areas, nor would this alternative
direct ly impact any known historical or archaeological sites.
The major advantage of Alternative 2(A) over Alternative 2 is the
construction of a continuous urban interchange between KY 54 and
Pleasant Valley Road, which would provide access to an area anticipated
to experience substantial growth during the ne xt 20 years . Al ternative
2(A) has a competitive cost estimate of $28,680,888, as compared to the
other alternatives considered which range in estimated costs from $23.4
milli on to

S~4 . 4

million.
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In su~ry, Alterna~ fve 2(A) would provide an alternative route for

through traffic from the Ohio River Bridge to southern and western
dest1nations . This alternative would also operate at a higher level -of-

service because Alternative Z(A) would be constructed as a lim ited
access expressway.

As is evidenced from the segment capacity analy! is,

Alternative 2(A), would improve east -west traffic service in the urban

area . Finally Alternative Z(A) would coordinate well with other highwcy
projects planned in the east urban area of Oaviess County, Kentucky.
Alternatives 1, 2, 2(A), 3, 4 and 5 are summarized in the

Evaluation Matrix Summary tables presented on the following pages.
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